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Introduction
When learning new music, composing pieces, or performing in concert, musicians rely on imagery as much, if not more, than the actual external sounds themselves (Hubbard & Stoeckig, 1992). Hearing music “that is not before the ear at the moment through recall, prediction, or conception” (Walters, 1989, pg. 5) is recognized as musical imagery. However, musical imagery also occurs while reading notation. Referred to as Inner Hearing, this imagery is considered an expertise. That is, “one hears what he sees, and sees what he hears, once the skill has been developed” (Campbell, 1989, pg. 304). Gordon (1993) conceptualized this skill as a process of moving back and forth from aural to oral channels and modes of activity while sight-reading music notation. Yet, Inner Hearing has been challenged by Sloboda (1984) who reckoned “not to make anything of the case of people who claim to be able to read a score in complete silence, without mediation of instrument or voice” (pg. 224). Todate, musical imagery as a cued response to musical notation remains essentially speculative in nature. Hence, the main purpose of the current study was an attempt at resolving these speculations through demonstration of Inner Hearing via skill mastery.
The Study

Operational Concepts.
To tease-out the aural skills (required to mentally hear a score) from the visual skills (involved in sight-reading), we exploited music-compositional techniques that allow a melody to be arranged and presented such, that identification of the original musical theme relies solely on aural skills. We refer to this manipulation as an "embedded melody." Demonstrating that musicians can correctly identify the original theme of an embedded melody (read silently) might not, however, be evidence in itself of Inner Hearing. Thus, if normal sight-reading tasks could be hampered by conditions which interfere with Inner Hearing, then, we would assume that musician-subjects used Inner Hearing under non-distracted sight-reading tasks.

Pilot Trials. In an early trial (N=10) we demonstrated interference effects by having subjects sing a standard folk-song as an articulatory suppression task. Further, we found that combined finger-tapping and attending to a task-irrelevant rhythmic pattern was a more appropriate distractor than either single task. In our second trial (N=18) we demonstrated longer reaction times and greater errors among subjects sight-reading under articulatory suppression conditions compared to subjects sight-reading under normal or rhythmic distraction conditions. While these differences were not significant, streamlining the sample according to their performance of experimental tasks under normal sight-reading (i.e., estimated error rate) resulted in a stronger group effect. We concluded that further experimentation required a sample demonstrating higher aural abilities and expertise (Experiment 1), and that the nature of the experimental task (i.e., identifying embedded melodies) needed further exploration (Experiment 2).

Hypotheses. (1) under normal non-distracted sight-reading musicians will be successful at task completion (matching a musical theme heard aloud to a score of an embedded melody previously read silently); (2) sight-reading under rhythmic distraction conditions (hearing an extraneous task-irrelevant rhythmic pattern while tapping the pulse beat) will hamper, but not significantly interfere with, successful task completion; and (3) sight-reading under conditions involving articulatory suppression (singing a song aloud) will cause notable interference with task completion, and result in significantly increased reaction times and error rate.

EXPERIMENT 1:

Subjects. Eighteen musicians were solicited on the basis of demonstrable accomplishments involving aural analytic abilities, sight-singing, and dictation. Subjects were 10 males and 8 females, between the ages of 17-55 (mn=22; sd=10.64), reporting 5-18 years of instrument tuition (mn=11; sd=4.25).

Stimuli. Fifty popular symphonic/operatic or Israeli folk melodies were selected at random, and arranged as variations-on-a-theme (leaving the original melodic theme, phrase structure, and harmonic plan intact). Melody length ranged from 8-16 bars. Texts were presented as G-clef single line melody, with note stems in an upwards direction, in standardized measure widths. See Figure 1. Thirty-six melodic sets (including an original theme, arranged variation, and a
matched melodic lure) were selected at random. Each item was paired at random with either the original theme or with its matched melodic lure; the study used a split-half design.
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Figure 1: Arranged variation of a melodic theme [Arrangement © M. Zorman]. Source of the Embedded Melody is “La Donna Emobile” from the Opera Rigoletto by G. Verdi.


**Design and Test Presentation.** Using a single factor within-subjects design, the experimental task required subjects to match the music notation read (the arranged variation) to melodies heard thereafter (either the original theme or the matched melodic lure) under three sight-reading conditions: (1) NR/normal un-interfered sight-reading; (2) RD/sight-reading under rhythmic distraction; and (3) AS/sight-reading under articulatory suppression. Each three blocks of twelve items, paired with either the original theme or matched melodic lure, comprised a sight-reading condition. Sight-reading condition and item rendition were rotated to balance all biases linked to presentation order - full rotation required eighteen subjects.

**Procedure.** The notation of the arranged variation appeared on the computer monitor screen and stayed in view for as long as needed. Previously the subjects had been directed to read the arranged variation in its entirety. When finished reading, the subject verbally acknowledged that the notation text file could be closed. A melody was immediately heard over the stereo
speakers, and the subject was required to indicate whether or not the heard melody was the original theme of the embedded melody by pressing keys "O" (original theme) or "N" (not original theme) of the computer keyboard. Subjects were asked to key-press as fast as possible and not make errors. Experimental sequences of interference conditions were identical to the normal condition withstanding the secondary task (i.e., either hearing an extraneous task-irrelevant rhythmic pattern and tapping the pulse beat, or singing a standard popular Israeli folk song - both while sight-reading).

Results and Discussion. Median reaction times (RTs) for each subject in each condition were entered into a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). There was a significant condition effect ($F(2,34)=5.37$, $MSe=9,856,176$, $p<.01$). Planned comparisons indicated significantly longer RTs for subjects sight-reading under the articulatory suppression condition than under the other two conditions ($t=-2.75$, $df=17$, $p<.01$; $t=-2.44$, $df=17$, $p<.025$ for the NR and RD sight-reading conditions respectively). A similar ANOVA was conducted for the rate of correct responses, and there was a significant condition effect ($F(2,34)=11.5$, $MSe=1,45$, $p<.0001$). Planned comparisons indicated significantly less correct answers for subjects sight reading under either interference condition when compared to normal un-interfered sight-reading ($t=3.47$, $df=17$, $p<.001$; $t=5.52$, $df=17$, $p<.0001$ for the RD and AS sight-reading conditions respectfully). These results demonstrate the debilitating effects that interference conditions cause to Inner Hearing. Most specifically, highly-trained expert musicians took a significantly longer time to process material when reading musical texts under conditions involving Articulatory Suppression. See Table 1.

Table 1: Number of Correct Items/ Mean Reaction Times Per Condition in Experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Correct Items</th>
<th>Mean Reaction Times (in MS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR - Normal</td>
<td>10.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD - Rhythmic Distraction</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS - Articulatory Suppression</td>
<td>8.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERIMENT 2:

Subjects. Twenty-three musicians (advanced Music Performance, Music Education, and Musicology majors) participated in the experiment. Subjects were 5 males and 18 females, between the ages of 25-55 ($mn=30; sd=9.94$), reporting 3-18 years of instrument tuition ($mn=9; sd=4.25$).

Design and Procedure. The stimuli, apparatus, design, and test procedure of Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1, with the following exceptions: a block of twelve variations were first presented visually as musical notation (i.e., the normal un-interfered sight-reading condition),
followed by a block of twelve variations presented aurally as melodic variations heard aloud.

**Results and Discussion.** In general, the musician-subjects who demonstrated poor (and at times random) performances when embedded melodies were presented as silent notation (requiring Inner Hearing), greatly improved to statistically significant performance levels when the same were presented aloud. Median RTs for each subject in each condition were entered into a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). There was a significant condition effect ($F_{(1,22)}=11.21$, $MSe=14,506,202$, $p<.01$). A similar ANOVA was conducted for the rate of correct responses, and found a significant condition effect ($F_{(1,22)}=47.33$, $MSe=2.31$, $p<.0001$). These results confirmed that poor task-performance under normal sight-reading conditions resulted because of impoverished skills of Inner Hearing, and not because of the task itself. That is, when presented aurally, musician-subjects had little difficulty identifying the embedded melody and therefore demonstrated significantly greater success in judging if a melody was the original theme or a melodic lure. See Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Correct Items</th>
<th>Mean Reaction Times (in MS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Presentation</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aural Presentation</td>
<td>9.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Discussion**

The task developed for the experiment proved not only to be a musical challenge for the subjects, but appears to have been successful in differentiating between the aural and visual skills involved with sight-reading musical notation. The study demonstrated that rhythmic distraction does not cause a similar interference effect on Inner Hearing as does articulatory suppression. We feel that this suggests that Inner Hearing is an articulatory kinesthetic-like cue linked to the phonological system. Our data illustrates that unlike the rhythmic distraction condition which appears to cause minimal simple interference to general cognitive resources, articulatory suppression specifically interferes with comprehension.

The predictive validity of academic success in Ear Training courses for the ability to demonstrate Inner Hearing must be considered. Referrals of subjects were made on the basis of demonstrable grades regarding abilities involving sight-singing and aural dictation. It is interesting to note that Gordon (1993) refers to these aforementioned skills as Notational Audiation - a synonym for Inner Hearing. Thus, perhaps Experiment 1 can also be seen as empirical validity of Gordon's definitive description of the component factor skills collectively referred to as Notational Audiation. Further, all of the twenty-three subjects solicited for Experiment 2 from Music Education and Musicology programs failed to demonstrate Inner
Hearing on any statistically significant level in the visual condition. One possible explanation regarding this is that those musicians who stray off the performance track into music education or musicology specialties are required to engage in numerous hours of classroom learning, develop extra-musical skills involving pedagogy, methodology, and research, as well as invest their time in daily practicum and fieldwork experiences. Clearly, this regimen leaves little time for daily performance practice, ear training, sight-singing, and dictation - all of which contribute to the general development of aural skills.

Finally, we feel that the current study has shed new light on Sloboda’s (1984) claim that there is no obvious way to demonstrate Inner Hearing. By utilizing a methodology incorporating interference conditions and embedded melodies, we feel the study successfully demonstrated the fact that at least 1-out-of-10 musicians who claim to be able to hear musical notation in their ‘mind’s ear’ are not just recounting an anecdotal legend.
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